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Background
Hospitals, schools, prisons, police stations and other state 
government buildings are fundamental to the delivery of 
services to the community and provide important social and 
economic enablers. The Western Australian State Government 
capital works program represents a major investment 
and financial risk for the state. Current investment in non-
residential building projects totals nearly eight billion dollars. 

Cost and time variance can reflect the risks in departing 
from asset planning processes, poor project management 
and scope creep but may also reflect general economic 
conditions. It can also be a consequence of changing 
government priorities and service delivery needs that may 
lead to improved services to the community. 

To ensure best practice in asset planning and project 
management the Department of Treasury – Strategic 
Projects (SP) and the Department of Finance – Building 
Management and Works (BMW) are implementing the Works 
Reform program, and are currently updating government’s 
overarching asset policy; the Strategic Asset Management 
Framework (SAMF). 

SP is responsible for oversight of the planning and delivery 
of complex, major non-residential building projects assigned 
to it by Government (typically with an estimated cost greater 
than $100 million). It also works with other agencies in 
managing and reporting on large scale government projects. 
BMW provides a range of services and acts as the delivery 
agency for the government’s remaining non-residential 
building program (as a general rule, projects valued below 
$100 million). SP and BMW both provide guidance and 
assistance to agencies when developing project business 
cases and take responsibility for delivery after the approval 
of the business case.  

This performance audit informs Parliament about the status 
of major capital projects. It examined the government’s 
20 highest value non-residential building projects and 
highlights the extent and reported causes of variances from 
the original approved budgets and expected completion 
dates. It also reviews the causes of those variances to identify 
lessons for asset planning and project management.

Audit Conclusion
 y There is limited transparency on the status of major capital 

projects. Parliament and the public must search various 
different information sources and even then may only get 
a limited understanding of progress against cost and time 
targets. 

 y The expected cost variance of the 20 sampled non-
residential building projects is 114 per cent above their 
original approved budget. Ninety per cent of the variance 
in project budgets occurred during the evaluation phase 
of projects when the project business case was developed 
and project scope and costs were more accurately defined. 
Project performance in the definition and delivery phases is 
generally good, accounting for only approximately 10 per 
cent of variance, indicating effective project management 
in delivery and the value of robust planning to project 
performance.

 y Variance occurs for a range of reasons including scope 
changes driven by improved project definition, changes 
in governments and their priorities and the availability 
of additional funding. Variances also occur because 
announcements on budgets and timelines are made 
before project evaluations are completed. This significantly 
increases the risk that budgets and timelines will be 
exceeded and public expectations will not be met.

 y For a number of the 20 projects, changes that occurred 
during the evaluation phase were very significant to the 
extent that the revised projects are considerably different 
to that which was initially approved and announced. These 
changes are often outside the control of the agencies 
tasked with delivering the asset and the resulting variance 
does not reflect project management performance in 
delivering the assets.

Key Findings
 y Limited reporting on major capital projects means that 

Parliament and the public are restricted in their ability to 
assess the progress of each project against cost and timeline 
targets. This amounts to a major gap in the transparency 
and accountability framework of government given the 
cost and importance of these projects.
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 y The expected cost of the 20 projects we reviewed is $6.157 
billion which is $3.275 billion (114 per cent) more than the 
total original approved budget estimates. Fifteen of the 20 
projects are expected to exceed their original approved 
budgets, of which four are expected to exceed it by more 
than 200 per cent and six of those fifteen projects expect to 
exceed their original approved budget by more than $100 
million.

 y Approximately 90 per cent ($2.953 billion) of the cost 
variance for projects occurred during the evaluation 
phase of the project when the project business case was 
developed and the project scope and costs were more 
accurately defined. The overall cost variance after the 
conclusion of the project evaluation phase is $322 million 
or approximately 10 per cent, indicating effective project 
management by SP and BMW and the value of robust 
planning in project performance.  

 y Changes that have occurred to some projects are so 
significant that the revised projects are considerably 
different to that which was initially approved and 
announced. The resulting variance to budget and timelines 
were often outside the control of the agencies tasked 
with delivering the assets and does not reflect project 
management performance. Four projects – the New 
Children’s Hospital and Midland, Busselton and Albany 
Health Campuses were examples of this. Together these 
projects account for over $1.347 billion of cost variance. If 
these projects are excluded from the cost analysis, the total 
variance is $1.928 billion.

 y The estimated cost for four of the 20 projects includes 
Commonwealth funding, totalling $430.5 million. Three 
of these projects (Midland, Busselton and Albany Health 
Campuses) received this funding after approval of their 
original budgets and the funding therefore shows as a cost 
variance in our analysis, although there is no additional 
capital cost to the state. This variance totals $191.5 million, 
with most of that being $180.1 million for the Midland 
Health Campus. 

 y Fifteen of the 20 projects are expected to be delivered later 
than initially planned. Delays range from one to 62 months 
with an average delay of 16 months. Depending on market 
conditions, delays in time can significantly increase costs 
and have serious consequences for the delivery of services 
to the public.

 y Significant scope and design changes during the project 
evaluation phase were the key reasons for cost and time 
variance. Other factors included variations to the project 
scope after the awarding of the contract to build, issues 
relating to build quality prior to project completion and 
inclement weather conditions during construction.

 y Project budgets and timelines were, in some cases, 
announced before detailed evaluation had occurred 
and project business cases had been approved. This 
reflects the inconsistency with which robust project 
planning was applied to some of the projects. Making 
early announcements significantly increases the risk 
that budgets and timelines will be exceeded and public 
expectations will not be met. 

 y Transparency and accountability for project decisions 
within relevant agencies was difficult to establish. We found 
that it is difficult for project staff or those undertaking any 
project review to establish a clear project history, that 
there was often a lack of evidence to show that the existing 
business case remained valid following changes in the 
project scope and the point at which projects are reported 
to have started is inconsistent. 

 y These weaknesses in accountability and transparency 
can have a number of implications including that funding 
and procurement decisions could be made without a full 
understanding of original project requirements, risk and 
cost benefit analysis and corporate knowledge will be lost 
due to staff turnover during the life of the project. We also 
found that the post project review is made more difficult 
and so diminishes the opportunity to review project 
outcomes and systematically improve performance in 
subsequent projects and that Parliament and the public 
cannot easily be made aware of project progress and key 
changes to any project. 


